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About This Game

Q-style VR tower defense strategy game. By simulating the true feeling of archery, you can choose single person mode or
multiple cooperation mode to guard your castle. The enemies will attack your castle from different paths, and what you should

pay attention is that different enemies have different moving speed, and it also will increase the movement speed and the
number of enemies. You need to focus your attention by using different traps and different bows and skills to kill enemies who

come from all the paths to attack your castle. With the pleasant music and q-style cartoon figures, it can make your protection to
your castle proceed in a relaxed atmosphere. Hurry up to invite your partners to guard your castle!
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Title: Wipe Out VR
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
PnagaeaVR
Publisher:
PnagaeaVR
Release Date: 10 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5-2400 | AMD FX-6100 | or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 700 series | AMD Radeon HD 7770 | or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space
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Hey eveyone!

Here is a video review of what I thought of this game!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=uRjz9-9Q_xg&t=18s

I had a lot of fun and well done to the developers for making a game that took me down memory lane to a simpler time!. It's
pretty good. I like geenie the most.. ugh....what..holy crappie...what just happened dead...huh. Feels like I need to have written
the game to truly enjoy playing it.
. I have purchased this game as have other's but there seemes to be a problem at the end of chapter #3 i have sent in a letter but
as yet have not heard back or had it fixed.. Contains oodles of bugs, is missing a good portion of content, but the gameplay is
one worth dying for!
I am looking forward to see this project grow, because it's lit.
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This is a nice exploration/puzzle game that tells the story of a girl searching for her sister in the woods. Probably the first quarter
of the game is all forest/garden stuff and then you end up on an old estate for the rest. I enjoyed it but toward the end it dragged
a bit.

Pros:
- nice graphics, I mean just really gorgeous
- cool concept
- music is very calming
- some nice opportunities to find hidden puzzles
- so many hidden rooms, secrets
- the main level puzzles are innovative but don't feel too difficult, are fun to work through
- not a whole lot of bugs; I can't really remember any big ones offhand

Cons:
- VERY LONG, usually this is a plus for me but I felt the end dragged on
- not a lot of puzzle variation in the hidden puzzles, most of them are either musical memory or the one where you flip a tile and
everything around it flips (I hate these things and I have no shame in telling you all that I looked up every single solution online)
- the story is confusing, there are like 3-4 (?) ghosts involved and I never really understood what even was the point...by the time
you get to the estate your character like, forgets she's looking for her sister? IDK I would have liked a lot more clarity here
- a lot of lighting lamps and candles, it's a good way to keep track of where you've been in the map but it got to be really tedious
after a while

Verdict:
I recommend this game for adventure/walking simulator people, anybody who likes casually wandering through scenery. The
graphics are really incredible, I can't stress that enough. It's just such a beautiful, haunting setting, which is right up my alley.
There is some nice creep factor to the game too, as you're wandering alone and it's mostly dark. I was very willing to forgive the
story problems because the atmosphere was so on point.. I've never played this Spy Fox game before. Ever. I always wanted to
as a kid, but the furthest I got to playing it was in a demo attached to Spy Fox 3. So, there are absoulely no nostalgia-goggles on
me for this review.

But, unfortunately, like the first Spy Fox, I didn't enjoy this game either.

As a follow-up to Dry Cereal, this game is a little bit better in a few ways. It doesn't just show the villain and give him
screentime at the end. LeRoach is given some fleshing out (though it doesn't make ANY sense, how a kid denied entrance to a
fair and getting laughed at would lead him to join an evil organization and want to take over the world). The humor is much
better in this game as well. Spy Fox was still annoying as hell with his snide comments, but I enjoyed the other sight gags and
the repeating joke where a chatacter would slide into the screen and say, "S.M.E.L.L.Y. Oh yes. Our arch-nemesis," had me
laughing several times.

But with those positive comments, comes my slew of negative ones. For one, I think this choice of location is MUCH lazier than
Dry Cereal. It's a cool World Fair, but there's so little to it and it's so aesthetically uninteresting that it got boring to me really
fast.

Also, similarly to Dry Cereal, the villain's plan seemed really stupid to me. How would relying on precisely 1,000,000 people
cranking a turnstile to enter a fair which would crank a giant mechanical dog could possibly work. How would you know if the
stadium could hold a million people? How would you know a million people would come? How do you know your robot is
durable enough to destroy an entire planet? Doesn\'t world domination require a successful leadership instead of... rampant
destruction? In the words of Tony Stark, "Not a good plan."

The whole S.M.E.L.L.Y. plot didn't really go anywhere either. They mention it several times, and it made for some good jokes...
but really in the end it's just LeRoach doing his own thing.

However, the whole "ticking clock" plot allowed for a very Pajama Sam-esque plot development influenced by the gameplay
itself. It's not as linear as Dry Cereal. Every piece you get to deactivating the robot dog increases the drive for completion. It's
much more organic for a player to get involved in the story, and I prefer it to the archetypal Humongous plots.
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But, you saw the thumbs down. And because you liked the game and saw I didn't, that means you're going to downvote my
review, even though I gave my legitimate points for disliking it. Even worse, you won't leave a comment telling me why you
disagree with my review. I'd happily accept arguments, but this is the internet so ho hum.

In spite of everything, Some Assembly Required is a better Spy Fox installment than the last game. But I still personally didn't
enjoy it. I'm not saying that you shouldn't enjoy it because I didn't. I'm saying that I didn't for my own reasons. I'm giving Spy
Fox 2 a 6/10.. I enjoy this game.. Im not one to play too many horror games, but tihs one proves to be quite the gem. Put
together the unpredictibility(thats a word right?), the eerie atmosphere, and the all around unsettling soundtrack, and you get a
game that is worth every cent you put towards it. This game takes a different approach with horror. Instead of random pop-up
jump scares, it'll try to creep you out by getting inside of your head with things such as floating books and evil eyes. The only
issue (if it can even be called that) in my opinion is the lack of a save system, but when this game is as short as it is, there really
isnt a point to a save system, so mabey its just me fussing about over nothing. In any case this game is one worth playing and
will definitley give you something to think about next time you go into the attic.

10\/10. Very good bus. But would like to see standard version with manual door operation like O305.. As sophisticated as a
1990's arcade game.
 Played once. won't play again.
 -Don't waste your money.
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